To my parents, with love 'We cannot expect, however able we may be, to correct the natural inclinations of all men to seek their own interest, but it would still be sufficiently glorious for us to arrange so that they can only find it in honest practices, in meritorious actions, and in observing the rules of their profession. ' (Louis XIV, Mémoires, p. 152)
Introduction 269 9 The commanders-in-chief and the delegation of royal authority 275 10 The appointment of general officers 296 The chapters to come are essentially a product of many months of research in France. The staff of the Service Historique de l'Armée de Terre at the château de Vincennes were truly outstanding in the warm welcome and cooperation they extended to an Anglo-Saxon (and one of Huguenot descent, to boot) intent on exploring the reign of the Sun King. Colonel Gilbert Bodinier, Thierry Sarmant and Samuel Gibiat helped me with thorny problems on many occasions and in many ways. Bernard Hamaïde repeatedly helped overcome administrative difficulties and rescued me from despair early on in my researches at Vincennes. But the 'grand croix de l'Ordre de Saint-Louis' must go to Mme Son Bernard, and the many magasiniers and conscripts who have worked with her over the years, tirelessly labouring to bring me register after register of documents in my obsessive quest to understand the seventeenth-century state. Louis XIV's motto was 'Nec Pluribus Impar' -not unequal to many -but it could just as well describe Mme Bernard.
Elsewhere in France I received excellent treatment in the Salle des Manuscrits of the Bibliothèque Nationale; in the Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal; in the Bibliothèque Mazarine; in the Archives des Affaires Etrangères at the Foreign Ministry; and in the Archives Condé at the magnificent château de Chantilly. The archives, of course, close in the evenings and at weekends, and many people, whom space does not permit me to mention, helped make my repeated stays in Paris largely enjoyable ones. In particular, it was always good to talk about Louis XIV and the Jacobites with Edward Corp, and Rainer Babel helped with navigating the archives. Rafe Blaufarb proved such a genial companion in and out of the archives, and it was he who first suggested focusing on the high political dimensions of the army. I keenly await his book on the officer corps in the late eighteenth century. David O'Brien and I have pondered the problem of the royal military household for the last eight years, and his work on this subject for the eighteenth century should soon appear. Sarah Chapman and Greg Monahan kindly supplied me with a couple of crucial references. On this side of the Channel, nobody has made a greater contribution to my thinking and career than David Parrott. As a thesis supervisor I could not have asked for anyone better, and he was then, and remains now, a most generous and excellent friend. My deepest gratitude goes to him. Without Robert Oresko, however, I would probably have paid far less attention to the great nobility, and I would certainly not have taken matters dynastic so seriously. For the intellectual stimulation Robert has provided, and for his many kindnesses, I thank him profoundly. William Doyle, of Bristol University, has been a source of encouragement and patronage since he examined my D.Phil. thesis, and he too deserves most hearty thanks. A small 'team' gave up many hours to challenge my infelicities and try to make sense of my writing. Alistair Malcolm read most of the chapters in draft form with an editorial eye that both surprised and enlightened me, while Rosamond McKitterick, Philip Grover, David Trim and James Legard looked at one or more chapters. My discussions with James about high politics have been crucial in shaping many ideas. I am exceptionally grateful to them all and look forward to repaying the compliment. Hamish Scott has been a source of great encouragement, wisdom and sound advice; and William Davies at Cambridge University Press deserves the cordon bleu of the Saint-Esprit for agreeing to the project in the first place, repeatedly swallowing my excuses for its non-completion, dealing with the completed manuscript, and helping me to believe that I had something worth saying on Louis XIV. Thanks too to Frances Nugent for her patience and copy-editing skills.
No man is an island, though humanities dons working on a foreign country sometimes feel a strong sense of isolation, especially in what are increasingly difficult first years of their career. It is a tribute to all the people I have hitherto mentioned that I rarely felt this way, and while they have in some way or other shaped my thinking they can in no way be blamed for my interpretation of Louis XIV's army which follows. Naturally, profound contributions have been made by historians of the French army both alive and dead whom I have never met. I emerge from this project with a greater respect for the difficulties they too must have encountered in writing on Louis XIV's armies. It is in the nature of the British historical profession to engage in robust debate, so I hope those still with us will not be offended if I have challenged them on a number of matters, both here and elsewhere.
Staving off a sense of isolation depends ultimately upon 'une cercle intime'. Close friends, whose scholarly interests reside a long way from my own and who must be thanked for keeping my feet on the ground, include Philip Carter (who put up with impolite learning in our shared house for three years), Susan Skedd, Robin Eagles, 
